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AI is Used to Make Decisions Whether You Like it or Not



The Hype that Shadows the Progress in AI 
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Press coverage is 
not helping 

either!
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No Doubt… We are Making Actual Progress in AI



Explicitly Teaching Machines What to Do Can Lead to 
Unexpected Pitfalls

§ How do we know the machine is making the right decisions for the
right reasons?

§ All the machine knows is the data you feed – What if the machine picks
up a biased view of the world?

§ Machine might develop expertise at a narrow task compared to what
was intended – No common sense.

§ The so-called intelligence that is developed is not “organic” – It does
not automatically form an understanding of rules in the world.

§ Most often the solution to all these problems is – Give more data. But
what data?



Teaching Computers to Teach Themselves is a Clever 
Shortcut

§ Teaching machines is cumbersome and tiring.

§ Producing data for each new task is expensive.

§ Producing data for each real-world variation of a task is not possible.

§ A machine that memorizes cannot imagine.



Teaching Computers to Teach Themselves is a Clever 
Shortcut – We Cannot Just Make Robots Go to a Library

§ Data provides the supervision – Unsupervised learning is not accurate.

§ You might intend to teach a machine to classify cats from dogs, but it
might also learn that cats cannot ride motorcycles.

New learning formalisms built on
top of existing mathematical tools



Do Not Teach Tasks, Teach Priors

§ A “task” is designed to be modular, highly-specific, to require only a
small fraction of knowledge from the vast data – A functionality.

§ A “prior” is designed to be broad/general, to encompass all likely
variations in data, and can be uninteresting – A view of the world.

§ Priors can be utilized to “doctor” solutions for a given task – No one
way to solve it.



Do Not Teach Tasks, Teach Priors

Generative Models are Useful Data Priors

Latent



Do Not Teach Tasks, Teach Priors

Generative Models are Useful Data Priors

Compare estimated distribution
to the true distribution using
samples

Bayesian Two-Sample Testing



Do Not Teach Tasks, Teach Priors

Generative Models are Useful Data Priors



Do Not Teach Tasks, Teach Priors

Generative Models are Useful Data Priors

Adversarial 
Learning



Do Not Teach Tasks, Teach Priors

Generative Adversarial Networks



Do Not Teach Tasks, Teach Priors

GAN Priors to Solve Inverse Problems

*MimicGAN (to appear in IJCV)
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A Model Often Learns Things Beyond What Was Intended

§ What a model has actually learned? - Difficult to comprehend, even in a
supervisory setting.

§ Is this merely a question of interpretability?

§ Current analysis techniques analyze the characteristics of a model
based on the same task it was trained on.

§ Surprisingly, the model picks up patterns from data that are indicative
of more complex interactions.

Distilling knowledge from one machine to another



A Model Often Learns Things Beyond What Was Intended

§ Dense labeling in histopathology images – Experts provide only labels
at the level of scan.

Distilling knowledge from one machine to another

*Distill-to-Label (ICMLA 2019)

Too expensive to collect labels 
at the cell level 



A Model Often Learns Things Beyond What Was Intended

Distilling knowledge from one machine to another

*Distill-to-Label (ICMLA 2019)



A Model Often Learns Things Beyond What Was Intended

Teaching via Uncertainties

*Distill-to-Label (ICMLA 2019)



Withhold Parts of Data and Task the Network with 
Predicting It 

§ Can we explicitly learn priors from previous experience that lead to
efficient downstream learning?

§ Neuroplasticity – With Each New Experience Human Brain Makes and
Stores New Connections Between Neurons

§ Meta Learning: Train over a variety of learning tasks and optimize for
the best performance on a distribution of tasks, including potentially
unseen tasks.

Not just data, even tasks can have priors 



Withhold Parts of Data and Task the Network with 
Predicting It 
Train in the Same Way as Testing!



Withhold Parts of Data and Task the Network with 
Predicting It 
Train in the Same Way as Testing!

“If you do not evaluate on 
unseen datasets or tasks, 

then it is not meta-
learning”



Withhold Parts of Data and Task the Network with 
Predicting It 
Train in the Same Way as Testing!

Meta-Train

Meta-Test



Withhold Parts of Data and Task the Network with 
Predicting It 
Train in the Same Way as Testing!

What actually happens?

Perform first-order Taylor expansion



Withhold Parts of Data and Task the Network with 
Predicting It 
Abstraction of Learning Objectives

§ Characterizing prior distributions for meta-learning relies on how we
sample from the space of tasks.

§ Effectively sampling conditionals from the space of tasks is one level of
abstraction.

§ Modeling statistical variations in data (domain) even within one task is
another level of abstraction.

§ Sampling from the space of valid ML models, conditioned on a given
task and a domain is the next level of abstraction.



Withhold Parts of Data and Task the Network with 
Predicting It 
Abstraction of Learning Objectives

§ A self-supervised learning formulation that jointly learns the ”prior”
and performs meta-learning

§ Intuition – A Gradient-based metric to construct the “prior”



Augment Tasks with Auxiliary Tasks 

§ Teaching how to use a screwdriver might come in handy while teaching
how to assemble furniture.

§ Though the “grand” objective is to make a machine good at
“everything”, a pragmatic goal is allow the machine to learn as much
needed from the auxiliary task, such that it can excel at the primary
task.



Augment Tasks with Auxiliary Tasks 

Domain Adaptation

Relaxing the auxiliary task can lead to better models!



Augment Tasks with Auxiliary Tasks 

Relaxing the auxiliary task can lead to better models!

§ State-of-the-art solutions compensate for the “systematic” domain
shifts using domain-adversarial feature learning.

§ Intuition: Domain-invariant features can use the same classifier.

§ Task 1: Classification

§ Task 2: Inferring features that are domain-invariant

§ Though both tasks are important, to build generalizable classifiers
(primary), perfect alignment (auxiliary) is not required.



Augment Tasks with Auxiliary Tasks 

Relaxing the auxiliary task can lead to better models!

Since alignment is auxiliary, we 
further relax using a simplistic 

subspace alignment model



Augment Tasks with Auxiliary Tasks 

Relaxing the auxiliary task can lead to better models!

§ Matches or outperforms SOTA domain alignment methods with a
significantly simpler model.

§ Since we do not solve for both tasks jointly, no need for any
sophisticated regularization.



In Summary…



In Summary…

§ No.

§ We are in the process of designing learning paradigms that are realistic
and can adhere to the our understanding of the world.

§ Going Beyond supervised learning.

§ Abstracting learning objectives.

§ Need for better optimization.

§ Trying to get past the hype and understand the actual progress.

§ Coining new terms for our research problems – AI is too volatile J


